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 One Comment. Reviewed December 22, 2007. 2 point. 0. 0. Updated December 28, 2007. Update my review (add info). Related Collections. Share your knowledge. Block the author from adding any more answers.Q: Knex.js queries & Sequelize: Cannot update field x of model to y in API endpoint I'm using Sequelize with Knex and I have an update endpoint where I send a request to the backend
which updates the model and sends a response to the client. The request looks like this: const request = `UPDATE my_model SET fields=:values WHERE id=:id`; this.knex.transaction(function (t) { return t(request, { values: { ... }, id: row.id }) .then(row => { // call the backend API to get a success response return row.save(); }) .catch(error => { // call the backend API to get an error response return
error; }); }); Now, the issue I'm having is that the value of the id field is being updated as expected and when I try to execute the query as above, the id field is updated properly. However, the update fails. TypeError: Cannot update field x of model to y in API endpoint. I did a little bit of debugging and found that the following query is being executed and seems to be the culprit: UPDATE my_model

SET fields=:values WHERE id=:id Apparently, it's trying to update the id field, but the value is actually undefined (because there's no id in the request, since I'm passing it through the transaction). I'm pretty sure the issue lies in the transaction (using the transaction to achieve the database update) and 520fdb1ae7
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